
The iTravel Channel Releases New Myanmar
Travel Videos
The iTravel Channel visits Myanmar, releasing new travel videos (HD) featuring the best of Yangon
including cultural, historical, and foodie highlights.

BANGKOK, THAILAND, July 27, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The iTravel Channel released a series of
online videos featuring Yangon, Myanmar’s largest city and commercial capital.  This is the first time
the popular and trend-setting travel show has featured a destination outside of Thailand, and
represents a new and exciting direction for the show that is sure to inspire its loyal base of fans. The
new Yangon exclusives can be viewed on The iTravel Channel TV - Yangon Series. 

Speaking of the decision to feature Myanmar, Mr. Kirby Repolido, Creative Director of The iTravel
Channel said, “For the past four years, The iTravel Channel has sought to take our fans on a journey
to the best destinations Thailand has to offer. We are now delighted to extend this journey to
neighboring Myanmar so our fans can join us as we discover the many hidden gems of this
fascinating country.”

Repolido continued, “Yangon is the gateway to Myanmar. It’s a city brimming with old world charm
and home to a unique blend of culture, history, religion and architecture, it was therefore only logical
that we begin our Myanmar journey here.”  Indeed, the charms of Yangon are not going unnoticed and
the city is enjoying increased numbers of visitors each year, a trend that is likely to continue and
accelerate with the ongoing political and economic changes.

Compared to Thailand, and other Southeast Asian nations, Myanmar’s tourism industry remains
comparatively under-developed and many of its best tourist destinations remain little known to the
outside world. The iTravel Channel, with its extensive experience in producing high-caliber,
entertaining and informative travel shows is well placed to take advantage of the many opportunities
that Myanmar’s emergence as a tourism destination of choice has to offer. 

The series of videos provide a compelling overview of Yangon, touching on its unique history and
culture, highlighting its top attractions, including the world-famous Shwedagon Pagoda and
introducing its sumptuous cuisine. 

iTravel Exclusives host, Patchari Raksawong, introduces Yangon, Myanmar, in our first-ever iTravel
Exclusives Yangon episode introducing the Yangon series featuring The iTravel Channel presenter
Natalie Scarr.     

“There has never been a better time to visit this enthralling and yet all too often overlooked Asian city,”
exclaims Scarr, who believes fans of The iTravel Channel will warmly welcome the decision to explore
beyond Thailand.  Scarr continues, “iTravel fans, like me, are always looking for the next great
adventure and Yangon has so much to offer the intrepid traveler.  I have absolute confidence these
new shows will be well-received and will inspire people to look to Yangon and Myanmar for their next
travel adventure.” 

The series of videos focused on Yangon signals the beginning of The iTravel Channel’s efforts to

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://theitravelchannel.tv/
https://theitravelchannel.tv/destination-yangon-myanmar-travel-guide/
https://theitravelchannel.tv/yangon-myanmar/
https://theitravelchannel.tv/yangon-myanmar/


expand its coverage to include Myanmar and iTravel fans can look forward to additional exclusive
content in the coming months.  Repolido states, “These videos represent a new and exciting chapter
in the development of The iTravel Channel as we continue our quest to bring fellow travel enthusiasts
all the best, most up-to-date and relevant travel information on up-and-coming destinations in
Southeast Asia. My whole team and I look forward to sharing our adventures and encourage people
to join us as we chart our journey through some of the most remarkable places in the world.”

About The iTravel Channel

The iTravel Channel is an online travel and lifestyle web television channel dedicated to uncovering
the wonders of Southeast Asia. Aiming to entertain and educate in equal measure, The iTravel
Channel provides unique insights and perspectives on everything from where to eat, sleep, and party,
as well as to what to see and do in Thailand and around the region. With a team of talented
international hosts, bonded through a shared love of travel, viewers are taken on a journey through
one of the most diverse, vibrant and exciting regions on earth. With up-to-date and relevant
information presented in a fun, entertaining and informative manner, The iTravel Channel has rapidly
established itself as a trail blazer in the industry, with a rapidly growing fan base and exciting plans for
future expansion.

Learn more at https://theitravelchannel.tv/ and our Facebook page at:
https://facebook.com/TheiTravelChannel.TV/

Bangkok based Kirby Studios is the exclusive production company for The iTravel Channel. Learn
more: http://www.kirbystudios.com/
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